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It was pleasing to see many of our Newcastle juniors representing in the NSW Schools team at the 
upcoming Australian Schools Championships. Many more of our club members will be competing in the 
NSW and Australian Championships in both foot orienteering and mountain bike orienteering. If the 
recent Hunter Valley Championships is any guide, then the racing will be very close, with any small 
mistakes costing places on the leaderboard. When training, we must not only train for running fitness, but 
also for our orienteering technique. I wish all of our members good luck in the upcoming events. 
So it is timely to provide some suggestions for improving the consistency of your navigation. 

In Orienteering, we repeatedly have to find control flags. We must get into a routine, then even when we 
get tired we should continue to follow the same process, and not make mistakes because of bad technique. 
1, Preparation, everything you do before you start:  
Ready yourself. Have a drink, warm up and stretch, attach your control card and compass. Visit the finish 
shute and look for the last control which may be visible. Note the forest type and conditions. 
On the way to the start, think of running through the forest, compassing, concentrating, pacing and 
control procedure and trying to ignore any distractions.  
2. The Start 
When the beep sounds on the start clock you turn your map over and you are away. Always be careful at 
first. Some of us tend to rush off away from the other assembled starters. Most errors are made here. The 
key to a good run is to navigate successfully to the first control. That gets you off to a good start, with a 
confident attitude. 
3. Consistent Technique. 
The nature of orienteering as a sport is a combination of physical fitness and mental alertness. Your 
mental alertness is helped by having everything in the right place at the right time and following a 
procedure learned beforehand. (Attack Point, Route Choice, Distance, Detail-- What was that routine 
again?) 
 
One area that needs to be treated carefully is Reading the control description. We should read this 
before we get to the circle. On harder courses, we will not see the control stand as we approach, so we 
must think of it as navigating to the feature and then see the control stand. Check the code number, punch 
and begin the next leg. Sounds simple but many of us (myself included) get lazy and simply check the 
code number, not placing enough importance on the description, and waste valuable time in the circle. 
 
Use of Control Descriptions. 
This year we have had many competitors new to our sport so I feel that it is time to revise the use of 
symbols. The best way to be able to read the control description is to use symbols. When running on the 
course a quick look at the control card is needed rather than having to stop and strain the eyes to discover 
what you squashed into that little square at the assembly area. I would recommend that all competitors on 
the at Orange level should be using symbols, and those on the Green should be beginning to practice by 
gradually starting to use the common ones that crop up most weeks. 
In the next couple of newsletters, I’ll try to make sense of the system.  
At the assembly area, you will have seen the control description sheet for each course. From a coaching 
point of view, I think it is better for each competitor to copy these onto the control card, to gradually learn 
them, but also to be more aware of what you are navigating towards. 
 
The symbols are set up in columns, but for each control, all columns don’t need to be filled. Only the 
necessary information is reported. Here is a master showing what is included in each column. 



 
For this newsletter, lets look at the symbols used in column C and D 
Column C is used if a number of similar features will be in the  
control circle on the map. 

 
Column D is used to describe the main feature  
you are navigating towards. 
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